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Project Details
Project name:    D. biarmipes   Contig 28     
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Size of project in base pairs: 50,000
Number of genes in project:   2  

Does this report cover all genes and all isoforms or is it a partial report?    All genes/isoforms  

Gene Report Form
Gene name: bip2
Gene Symbol: bip2
Approximate location in project: 2296-8928
Number of isoforms in D. Melongaster: 1
Number of isoforms In this project: 1

Gene Model Checker Checklist
**Regarding the warning/fail, see the “gain of intron” note at the end of the bip2 report**
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Alignment between model and D. melanogaster





Gene model dot plot

**Gain of intron in D. biarmipes**
The gene has in intron (coordinates 7375 and 7324 on contig28) that is not present in D. melanogaster.  
There is various evidence to support this claim: for CDS 6 is in two different reading frames, which is 
of course not possible.  There is also an appropriate splice donor and splice acceptor site at the 5' and 3' 
ends of the (two) exons.  The intron is above the minimum 40 nucleotides.  



The exon spans two reading frames (-3 and -2, respectively), as shown below:

Using the EMBOSS tookit (showorf), I highlighted the peptide sequence in D. biarmipes to show the 
intron and splice sites:



Here is the same span of sequence in D. biarmipes- note that there is no intron

**Alignment –  DIGATL (dmel) = DGGATQ (biarm)



Gene Report Form
Gene name: Asator
Gene Symbol: Asator
Approximate location in project: 2296-8928
Number of isoforms in D. Melongaster: 8
Number of isoforms In this project: 8 

**Regarding the warnings in the gene model checklists, see the “loss of intron” note at the end**

Name of unique isoform based on coding 
sequence

List of isoforms with identical coding sequences

Asator-PD

Asator-PE

Asator-PF

Asator-PG

Asator-PH

Asator-PI

Asator-PJ

Asator-PK



**In case the gene model checklist screenshots are too small, I have included the individual exon 
coordinates and the isoform coordinates below:

19) 34873-34851
17) 31050-30529
16_1) 31027-30529
16_0) 30582-30529
15) 28535-28170
14) 28057-27668
13) 27605-27402
12) 26948-26880
11) 26822-26511
10) 26460-25657
9) 25433-25294
8) 22001-21857
7) 22001-21764
6) 21680-21287
5) 20894-20316
4) 20894-20290
3) 18880-18781
1) 18717-18486
STOP (exon 1): 18485-18483
STOP (exon 7): 21763-21761
STOP (exon 4): 20289-20287

I:
34873-34851, 31027-30529, 28535-28170, 28057-27668, 27605-27402, 26948-26880, 26822-26511, 26460-
25657, 25433-25294, 22001-21857, 21680-21287, 20894-20316, 18880-18781, 18717-18486

H:
30582-30529, 28535-28170, 28057-27668, 27605-27402, 26948-26880, 26822-26511, 26460-25657, 25433-
25294, 22001-21857, 21680-21287, 20894-20316, 18880-18781, 18717-18486

F:
30582-30529, 28535-28170, 28057-27668, 27605-27402, 26948-26880, 26822-26511, 26460-25657, 25433-
25294, 22001-21764

D: 
31050-30529, 28535-28170, 28057-27668, 27605-27402, 26948-26880, 26822-26511, 26460-25657, 25433-
25294, 22001-21857, 21680-21287, 20894-20316, 18880-18781, 18717-18486

J:
34873-34851, 31027-30529, 28535-28170, 28057-27668, 27605-27402, 26948-26880, 26822-26511, 26460-
25657, 25433-25294, 22001-21857, 21680-21287, 20894-20290

K:
30582-30529, 28535-28170, 28057-27668, 27605-27402, 26948-26880, 26822-26511, 26460-25657, 25433-
25294, 22001-21857, 21680-21287, 20894-20290

G:
31050-30529, 28535-28170, 28057-27668, 27605-27402, 26822-26511, 26460-25657, 21680-21287, 20894-
20290

E:
31050-30529, 28535-28170, 28057-27668, 27605-27402, 26948-26880, 26822-26511, 26460-25657, 25433-
25294, 22001-21857, 21680-21287, 20894-20290



Isoform Report Form
Gene--- isoform name: Asator-PD
Names of isoforms with identical coding sequences: none
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no

Gene Model Checker Checklist: 





Dotplot

Isoform Report Form
Gene--- isoform name: Asator-PE
Names of isoforms with identical coding sequences: none
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no



Checklist 







Isoform Report Form
Gene--- isoform name: Asator-PF
Names of isoforms with identical coding sequences: none
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no

Checklist





Dotplot



Isoform Report Form
Gene--- isoform name: Asator-PG
Names of isoforms with identical coding sequences: none
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no

Checklist





Dotplot



Isoform Report Form
Gene--- isoform name: Asator-PH
Names of isoforms with identical coding sequences: none
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no

Checklist





Dotplot



Isoform Report Form
Gene--- isoform name: Asator-PI
Names of isoforms with identical coding sequences: none
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no

Checklist





Dotplot



Isoform Report Form
Gene--- isoform name: Asator-PJ
Names of isoforms with identical coding sequences: none
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no

Checklist 







Isoform Report Form
Gene--- isoform name: Asator-PK
Names of isoforms with identical coding sequences: none
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no
Is the 5' end of this isoform missing from the end of the project: no

Checklist





Dotplot



Custom track(s) viewed on the UCSC Genome Browser 



**Loss of intron:  The Asator gene in D. biarmipes is missing an intron that is present in D. 
melanogaster between the exons 17 and 16_1.  Blasting was fairly unhelpful, as exon 17 is too short to 
give significant hits. My initial suspicion was due to the fact that when exon 17 is present, it is always 
followed by 16_1, and this pair is mutually exclusive to the utilization of exon 16_0.  So, using the 
genome browser and the EMBOSS toolkit (showorf), I compared the peptide sequences of the relevant 
area for D. melanogaster and D. biarmipes and highlighted the surrounding sequence to display the lost 
intron. 

**This is also why, in the isoform models that have exon 17/16_1, there is a warning in the gene model 
checklists about a different number of CDSs than in the D. melanogaster model. 

Exon 17/16_1 as shown in the UCSC Genome Browser:

 



Peptide sequence (with intron) for exons 17 and 16_1 in D. melanogaster:



Peptide sequence (displaying the missing intron between exons 17 and 16_1) in D. biarmipes:


